Abstract. A complex number z is in the final set of an analytic function /, as defined by Pólya, if every neighborhood of z contains zeros of infinitely many /<"'. If / is a Hadamard gap series, then the part of the final set in the open disk of convergence is the origin along with a union of concentric circles.
Introduction
A complex number z is in the final set A(f) of an analytic function / if every neighborhood of z contains zeros of infinitely many /M . Final sets of various functions have been determined by Pólya [4, 5] (who introduced the notion) and others (see [2] for references). Theorem 1. Let f be a function whose Maclaurin series has Hadamard gaps and (finite or infinite) radius of convergence R. Then A(f) n {\z\ < R} = {0} U{z: \z\ e E}, where E is closed in the topology of (0,5).
Theorem 1 is best possible in the following sense.
Theorem 2. Let R be in (0, oo], and let E be closed in the topology of (0,5).
Then there exists a Hadamard gap series fi with radius of convergence R such that A(f) n {\z\ <R} = {0} U {\z\ : z e E}.
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Proof of Theorem 1
The proof of Theorem 1 depends on two lemmas, which I will prove in § §3 and 4, respectively, concerning functions h of the form oo (2.1) h(z) = Y,akzn*. Fix such an h and denote by R the radius of convergence of the series. Set (2.2) p(r) = max{\ak\rn*:k>0}, v(r) = max{k: \ak\rn« = p(r)}.
(This notation is not standard; see [6, Lemma 2. Let h and R be as in Lemma 1, and suppose that there exists L > 1 such that nk+x/nk > L for all k>0. Suppose also that
Then there is at least one h-dominant point in each interval (C, D) c (0, 5) such that
Proof of Theorem 1. 0eA(/) by (1.2).
Define hj, ak = akU), and nk = nk(j) by
Then by (1.2),
Define a set F c (0, R) as follows: r* e E if there exist an infinite set T of positive integers and a sequence {r;}7€r such that (2.9) (a) lim r¡ = r*, (b) no r¡ is A,-dominant.
1 will show that if r* e E then {\z\ = r*} c A(/), whereas if r* £ E then {\z\ = r*} n A(/) is empty. Case I. r* e E. Choose {r,-} as above and define x by (2.5). By (2.8b) and (2.9a), r¡ exp{2r/n¿/3} < R for all large j in T. Pick such a j > max{9, exp[^/(log6)(logL)]} . By Lemma 2, there are Ay-dominant points j = sij) in (r,exp{-2T/«¿/3},r,) and t = t(j) in (ry, r7exp{2r/«¿/3} Ujidi, 62) = {rew: r;exp{-2r/«¿/3} < r < r, exp{2f/n¿/3 and 6X<6< d2}.
I will show that, if j is sufficiently large, then (2.11) hj has at least one zero in Ujidx, d2) whenever 62 -6X > 6nL j/(l -L x).
For xL~x | for large x, so that, when j < k, (2.8) and (2.10) give k/nk < kL~k/j < L-J and (
thus, by Lemma 1, the number of zeros in U¡(6X, 62) is at least ,02-fli
Now by (2.9a) and (2.8b), r, exv{-2x/nl0/3} -» r* and r7exp{2T/n¿/3} -» r* as 7 -> oo in F. Thus (2.11) implies that every point of {\z\ = r*} is a limit point of zeros of {hj}jÇT, so that, by (2.7), {\z\ = r*} c A(/). Case II. r* ^ F. For all large ; and small e, r is /z;-dominant for r in 7 = (r*-e,r* + e). So by (2.3),
whenever \z\ = r e I. This completes the proof of Theorem 1.
Proof of Lemma 1
We need two more lemmas. The first is a variation on [6, Problem 66, p. 45]; the second is an adaptation of [3, Lemma 7] . Let D denote differentiation. Proof. We may assume that 0 = 0. Set q = v(t). Choose </> so that e'^ag is positive imaginary, and put By (4.6), (4.1) with s = B, and (4.8), and by (4.9), (which we may apply because of (4.7b)), (4 10) nk\akV"k < \am\B"~{oiAIB)xl2y«
Next, if 0 < k < m -1, then (2.8a) gives
Thus, by (4.1) with s = A and (4.8),
We have m<nm< an«> from (2.4) and (4.6). Also, L-l> 1-l/Lby (2.8a).
Thus 
This yields (2.3) and completes the proof of Lemma 5.
Proof of Theorem 2
The following construction is similar to that in [1] .
Proof of Theorem 2. Pick positive sequences {rP}pZ0, {Rp}pL0> and {ep}pLo so that (a) the set of limit points of {rP} in (0, R) is F, Finally, pick N2P+2 large enough so that
The function / just constructed satisfies (5.9) cl2PN+2xF+' > cl/Nk for all P > 0 and k > 2P + 1.
For odd k , (5.9) follows from (5.7a) and (5.2). If k = 2Q is even, (5.9) follows from (5.7) and (5.6) (both with P replaced by Q):
fi has radius of convergence R by (5.7a), (5.2), and (5.9). By (1.1) and (5.8a), 0 6 A(/). We need the following lemma, proved at the end of the paper, to
show that A(/)n{0< \z\ < R} = {z: |z| e E}. 
